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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 38
pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.This historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the
publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1918 Excerpt: . . . on the out-voyage and homeward bound,
and the very basis of business for our merchant marine is to build new trade for ourselves by
helping other nations increase their production and finding them new markets. Before the war
Great Britain and America were commercially asleep. The United States had no merchant marine
on the ocean and could neither develop her own trade in manufactured goods nor serve other
nations by improving their markets for raw materials. Great Britain had her wonderful empire, but
permitted Germany to develop many of its resources through German ships and German scientific
production. Germany overreached herself because her philosophy of trade and shipping was
wrong--based upon selfish exploitation and one-sided dealing. England and America have both
learned their lessons. They are now waking to the possibilities in a new world of international
service. He profits most who serves most. One nation...
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ReviewsReviews

The ideal publication i possibly go through. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. I am delighted to explain how this
is actually the finest pdf i have got read inside my personal existence and could be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Roberto Friesen-- Roberto Friesen

This written book is excellent. It typically is not going to price a lot of. I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Darrin Abbott-- Darrin Abbott
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